COZY MEETINGS GREECE

THE MARGI HOTEL

A stylish hotel in Vouliagmeni, hippest area of Athens Riviera
Not only surrounded by luxurious restaurants and beach clubs but also close
enough to historic landmarks of Athens
Perfectly balancing discreet luxury with a cozy Mediterranean ambience
Exceptionally nestled between the sea and pine forest, secluded but easily
accessible

THE MARGI HOTEL

Organic, Creative & Delicious dining experience provided From Farm to Fork
Only hotel in Athens that has its own organic farm;
fresh fruit and vegetables provided daily to hotel restaurants
for breakfast, for juices by the pool and for dining options
throughout the day and night
Design your bespoke Greek or International menu to best suit your event
with an award-winning chef

THE MARGI HOTEL

89 rooms luxuriously designed with The Margi’s unique ambience
embracing a combination of colonial, Mediterranean and ethnic influences,
Leaving you with a feeling of comfort and relaxation through every detail;
Deeply cleaned, disinfected and aired rooms through natural ventilation,
Down duvets & pillows, high-thread-count linens,
Stylish modern bathrooms with Korres homeopathic wellness

THE MARGI HOTEL

Out-of-the-box meeting spaces varying in size and atmosphere,
ready to host your cozy meeting;
From more classical Ballrooms to comfy and homey J Lounge,
From Anti-meeting Look Suites to Pool side Cabanas
transformed into meeting venues with natural lighting,

From Margi Farm surrounded by vineyards and olive trees to Margi Villa by
the sea to engage some natural experience in your meeting

THE MARGI HOTEL

Health and wellbeing has been more essential in our lives and we take this in
mind while you are on a business trip.

In Margi SPA, inspired by the farm, exclusive therapies are created by
combining natural products and philosophies from two of the oldest
civilizations in the world- Ancient Greece and from the Indus Valley.
On the other hand the Fitness Suite offers luxurious comfort and space to
have your personal work out while watching the peaceful pine forest

Our Program Proposal

Day 01

Arrive in Athens

Greece in Style representative will welcome you at Athens Eleftherios
Venizelos Airport and walk you to the luxury mini van, which was
thoroughly cleaned, disinfected and sterilized with special emphasis on
surfaces that passengers touch systematically, such as headrests and
handles
Our ride to Margi Hotel will take approximately 25 minutes.
The official check-in time starts at 3pm so that rooms can be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected and aired out through natural ventilation
between two stays.
In order to limit and avoid possible crowds at reception, private check-in
area will be allocated to our group, to distribute as fast as possible the
disinfected key cards and mini hygiene package including masks and
hand sanitizer.
A Mediterranean style welcome proposal for the afternoon:
Sunset Cruise on Prince of Athens Yacht with Cocktail on board
followed by dinner at Four Seasons Astir Hotel

Embark on the yacht from Astir Marina.
Boat ride for about 2 hours along the Athens Riviera, passing around
Arsida and Fleves island with possibilities of swimming breaks.
Sunset cruising will go on with open bar and DJ on board while heading
back towards Four Seasons pier

Disembark at Four Seasons Astir Hotel for a fine dining dinner at one of
the two top posh restaurants within hotel premises.
Our first suggestion is the BEEFBAR

Born in Monte Carlo, Beefbar by Riccardo Giraudi reflects a
cosmopolitan culture full of contrasts.
From Monte-Carlo to sunny Athens, Beefbar unveils new ways to enjoy
exclusive & international beef, revealing the best meat origins and cuts
in the world, and sublimates international and local recipes to create
iconic dishes: Grilled, in street food, raw… discover the best meats from
all over the world in a unique setting.

Our second suggestion is MATSUHISA ATHENS
Home of the world famous Nobu cuisine, the restaurant Matsuhisa
Athens has brought the quiet power of Japanese culture and the charm
of fusion philosophy to the gastronomic map of Athens.
Experience the world famous Nobu cuisine by famous Chef Nobu
Matsuhisa in Athens, by enjoying your own private Sushi Bar and Sushi
Chef in the private Dining Lounge on upper floor of the restaurant.

Day 02

Athens

Breakfast at hotel followed by Half Day Meeting.
Lunch will be served at hotel.
Our first proposal for the afternoon is to introduce the Urban Culture &
History of Athens City:
Highlights of Athens including guided visit to Acropolis
followed by dinner in the city at Michelin-Star Hytra Restaurant

We will have a 30 minutes ride to the city center. Upon arrival in Athens
center, we have a short Panoramic City Tour; starting with Panathinaic
Stadium, where the first Olympic Games took place in 1896, passing in
front of the building of the Megaron Concert Hall and admiring the
neoclassical buildings such as the National Library, the National &
Kapodistrian University of Athens and the building of the National Bank
of Greece. We will continue to the recently renovated Omonoia Square.
to Parliament and Constitution square (Syntagma) to see the Tomb of
the Unknown soldier. Behind that comes the National Gardens which
was formerly The Kings Garden, like a tropical paradise right in the
middle of the concrete jungle of Athens. Finally, we get off the bus in
the entrance of Plaka, where we will see Arch of Hadrian and the
Temple of Zeus from outside.

Then we continue our tour on foot.
The history of the Acropolis of Athens is long, with great moments, when
democracy, science, philosophy and art flourished leading to its creation.
The Acropolis, and the Parthenon in particular, is the most characteristic
monument of the ancient Greek civilization. It continues to stand as a
symbol in many ways: it is the symbol of democracy, the symbol of the
Greek civilization. It is the symbol of Western civilization and European
unity.
We will have free time in Plaka to stroll around in the oldest neighbourhood
in Athens, before getting on the bus for a short ride to our restaurant.

Dinner at Hytra Restaurant
High quality service and hospitality through a number of different
services, the creation of a high aesthetic, warm and homely
atmosphere, the continuous update and development in the approach
to the concept of food, and the emergence of Greek cuisine through
Greek raw materials and recipes, are the main components of the
“Hytra Experience”, a culinary journey creating unique memories for
our guests.
Hytra, Michelin-Star Restaurant, has developed its culinary identity
based on the approach and the redefinition of the rich cultural heritage
of Greek gastronomy by giving a contemporary expression in execution
and the presentation of dishes.

Our alternative proposal for the afternoon is to discover more of coastal
Athens with a Historical touch:
Cape Sounio Ride including guided visit to Temple of Poseidon
followed by dinner at a traditional fish taverna
The dramatic coastal location of Cape Sounio was an ideal spot for a
Temple of Poseidon, god of the sea. Standing atop sheer cliffs
overlooking the Aegean Sea, the marble temple has served as a
landmark for sailors from ancient times to today. The "sanctuary of
Sounion" is first mentioned in the Odyssey, as the place where Menelaus
stopped during his return from Troy to bury his helmsman, Phrontes
Onetorides.”
We will visit the Temple of Poseidon during sunset with amazing views.

Dinner will be at a small sea front Fish Taverna, sitting on the edge of the
bay with amazing views of the Saronic Gulf.
Different than other nights, here you will enjoy the modest, relaxed and
traditional as well as mouthwatering delicacies of a Mediterranean
seafood feast accompanied by Ouzo. The menu is based on fresh fish,
along with tasty salads, sea food and vegetarian meze options.

Day 03

Athens

Breakfast at hotel followed by Half Day Meeting.
For the afternoon program with lunch, we have two propositions:
Our first proposition is a Rural Experience:
Visit to Margi Farm including a From-Farm-to-Fork Lunch
The Margi Farm, a real relaxation paradise for nature lovers, is a 20,000
square meters rich land, surrounded by vineyards and olive trees,
producing excellent quality organic vegetables and fruit, extra virgin oil,
eggs and cheese.
We will be accompanied for a walk around the vegetable garden, get
the chance to pick some vegetables, feed the animals, see Billy – the
rescue donkey, watch a live cooking demonstration, have a Greek BBQ
dining experience based on vegetables in season grown at the farm.
Lunch will be in the garden of the farm, cooked following the Farm’s
philosophy of using only high-quality raw materials, organic and
seasonal ingredients to highlight the special features of Greek cuisine
and local products.

Besides the all-year activities such as cooking workshops, olive oil tasting
or wine tasting, there are also seasonal activites which can be
organized for your group to cherish more this experience of food, wine
and farm life; such as grape picking and pressing, Tsipouro distillation,
olive picking and oil production, tree pruning, vegetable planting etc.

Our alternative proposition is for Nature Meditation:
Vouliagmeni Lake Prive area with light lunch
Vouliagmeni Lake, in the heart of the Athenian Riviera, is the hidden
treasure of Attica’s nature. Situated on an idyllic landscape, this rare
geological phenomenon is waiting to be discovered. The lake’s brackish
waters which are continuously replenished both by the sea and the
underground thermal springs offer a natural and unique thermal spa
experience.
Prive Area of the lake, will be specially designed for your group to
isolate from the crowds and enjoy moments of relaxation, with
comfortable sunbeds and deck chairs, private service, a variety of
delicious menus and special cocktails…

We will be offering exclusive use of the deck below the prive area with
direct access to the lake for swimming. The area will be decorated as
per your group’s wish with sunbeds, chaise lounges / coffee tables /
poufs, cabanas etc. Of course, lifeguard and medical services will be
available. For further interest, activities inspired by nature such as
snorkeling, stretching or yoga can be organized.

Return back to hotel to refresh and get ready for your farewell dinner!
Exclusive Dinner at Margi Villa
With spectacular views of the Aegean Sea, the Margi’s beachfront Villa
offers a total of 200 sqm including 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms and two
main areas, interior living room and outdoor living-dining room in the
spacious courtyard for the most suitable set up for your group’s farewell
dinner.

The Villa is located only 1 km from the hotel, giving the guests
unparalleled access to the sea.
Weather permitting, outdoors, guests can dine alfresco on the spacious
patio, simply savor the sunset on the chic outdoor furnishings, whereas
Indoors, guests can lounge in the elegant living room with its floor to
ceiling windows, enjoying their private chef creating a delectable dining
experience.

An alternative dining option: Ithaki Restaurant
Being one of the finest awarded restaurants, Ithaki Restaurant bar
provides to its customers a completely unique gastronomical
experience with a strict selection of ingredients and respect for their
preparation. A restaurant full of history that never stops improving. The
menu is based on fresh fish and sea food, accompanied by carefully
selected and hand picked one by one wines, with flavors and tastes
that “appear” even more when being combined with the unique menu
creations..

Day 04

Departure

Today is the departure day. According to the flight time, we suggest a
pit stop at a famous winery in Attika region on the way to the airport.
Famed Attica Vine, a land which is truly special and blessed by the
gods; and surrounded by the sea which protects and nurtures it.
Papagiannakos Winery is the first winery especially designed and built in
Greece according to innovative bioclimatic standards, and which most
clearly marks a new era. Set among vines, the site on which the Winery
has been built is that of an old monastery and is located in the heart of
the plain of the Attican Vineyards.
After tour of the winery and wine tasting accompanied by snacks, we
will proceed to the airport for the return flight home.

